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Welcome to 2020! 

Firstly on behalf of the Kineton STEM team I would like to wish you warm welcome into 2020! 

What a year 2019 was and the stats below don't lie;  

• Kineton STEM conducted 40% of all Army STEM engagement in 2019 (Army 248 events 

including Kineton 112). 

• Kineton STEM conducted 25% of all RAF STEM engagement in 2019 (RAF 342 events, Kineton 

112). 

In turn this meant that across defence Kineton STEM conducted 17.6% of all STEM engagements, 

which for a unit our size is an incredible achievement. I'm hoping we smash these figures out of the 

ballpark this year. It was an intensive year of hard work by all the team members and we have 

reached a greater population then we ever thought we might. With countless of opportunities we 

have been gifted with has set us up for another fantastic year of STEM with some fantastic events in 

the pipeline. Don't worry though we will be keeping you all in the loop with our newsletters which 

will be coming out every couple of months which will be rammed with all the up and coming events 

and a recap on the events that have taken place during that reporting period! 



 

What's new 

As you can probably tell the style of the newsletter has changed somewhat - please let us know if 

this is a good or bad change as we are always striving to provide you with the most up to date 

information in the easiest, legible and most fun way possible.   

But less of that and more of the fun stuff blow are some of the activities that have been ticking 

over during the festive period! 

Santa came early for the Kineton STEM team with the last instalment of our Sphero Robot purchase 

with the new and highly acclaimed Sphero RVR. This all terrain variant gives us endless teaching 

opportunities not only in the world of computer programming but with being versatile enough for us 

to create, build and attach third party hardware like grabber claws, weed whacker and even cannons 

if your heart so desires! 

 

EES 
October saw the return of the Engineering Education Scheme, a 6-month programme run by the 

Engineering Development Trust, providing a team of year 12 students the opportunity to work on a 

real-life engineering project. This year, the Kineton STEM Team have partnered with Warwick 

School, where they are to design and produce a new bomb servicing stand, a great engineering 

project providing plenty of hands on experience.  With the EES 19/20 Launch taking place at The RAF 

Museum Cosford, Cpl Barrow, who is the lead mentor, and Cpl Barnard got the chance to meet their 

team and deliver the project brief, as well as assist with team building activities that were being run. 

In early November, the EES Students were given the exciting opportunity to visit DM Kineton. The 

visit enabled the team to see the current bomb servicing stand, take measurements and gain an 

insight into how we operate. The team were then given time to brainstorm in our very own Kineton 

STEM Zone. With regular mentor meetings taking place, the students will soon be heading to 



Loughborough University for a 2-day workshop, where they will have access to the tools and 

machinery required to produce their project, ready for the EES Celebration Day in early May 20. 

 

The National Museum Of Computing 
On the 7th of January, Kineton STEM ambassadors attended an event at the national museum of 

computing. The event was aimed at home-schooled young people and their families. This type of 

even held is extremely important to us, whether being taught at home or at school you should have 

the opportunity to access fun activities. These exciting activities can boost not only your social skills 

but give your STEM ideas a chance to flourish and thrive.  

The  team conducted a rocket car activity, which involved building a paper rocket and creating a car 

chassis from K’NEX, which was built to the creators own design. The cars were then fitted to an air 

compressor, which launched the cars across the room. 

The activity was was received well by all, including some of the adults that had a go at building one 

themselves! 



 

First Lego League 
With an ever positive response from the opening of our STEM Zone it has opened a host of new 

opportunities for us here at DM Kineton to further our footprint on the STEM map. One of these 

opportunities was to enter the 2019-2020 FIRST® LEGO® League CITY SHAPER season in partnership 

with Bishop Loveday School in Banbury. Like the military the IET (The Institution of Engineering 

Technology) and Lego have their own version of core values which are Inclusion, Discovery, 

Teamwork, Innovation, Impact and Fun. We came into this competition about half way through so it 

came down to some precision planning carried out by Chf Tech Mossman to be able to hit targets 

that we had set the team. 

This is the first major outing for our Lego EV3 kits which we purchased from the British Motor 

Museum so it has been a steep learning for the instructors to as we have had to learn a different 

type of coding, but we do love a good challenge! 

The team of six year six students that compete as part of this competition have to complete two 

parts. The first being the Robot Game in which they have to create a robot that will have to navigate, 

capture, transport, activate, or deliver objects. their robot will only have 2½ minutes to complete as 

many Missions as possible. So, they have to be creative! The second part of the competition is the 

Innovation Project. The students have to Identify a problem with a building or public space in their 

local community. Design a solution, share your solution with others and then refine it. At the official 

event which is taking place in January, they will present their Project, including the problem, their 

solution, and how they shared it, in a 5-minute presentation. 

As you can see the picture on the right there is two 'Challenge mats' with a bridge connecting them 

both together. Their are 14 challenges the student can complete in the 2½ minutes allocated, each 

with varying amount of points and we all know points mean prizes! By no means is this challenge 

easy as it requires the students to think tactically to create and programme a robot that is as small a 

possible and yet capable enough to tackle all of the challenges to gather as many points as possible! 



Don't worry though we will let you know how they fair up against the other 20 schools they are up 

against! 

https://education.theiet.org/first-lego-league-programmes/fll/ 

 

Think Forward Mentoring 
We had 12 Students come and visit us on the 7th January to explore different areas of DM Kineton. 

They received high quality demonstrations from the RAF, Fire, Compliance sections and the 

wonderful staff within the Junior Ranks Mess. This visit was a familiarisation visit for the students to 

look at different job roles throughout DE&S and to prove to them that dreams can become reality 

with a little bit of hard work.  

Watch this space we will be working closely with these students to complete BTEC Work Skills 

Qualification over four visits to our STEM Zone! 

 

Upcoming Events 

• Think Forward Businesss Mentoring Programme - (Throughout Jan/Feb) Delivery of BTEC 

Work Skills qualification to under privileged young people. 

• Stratford Upon Avon Sea Cadets - (Jan) Visiting the STEM Zone for an action packed 

evening of activities!  

• Banbury Museum - (Feb) The fans favourite rocket cars will be making an appearance.  

• Eastern Green School - (Feb) The first Microbit Session of the year will be taking place to 

encourage future programmers! 



• British Motor Museum -  (Feb) The debut outing of our newest addition to the STEM 

inventory the Sphero RVR will be wowing visitors of the BMM.   

Fancy having a go at being a STEM Ambassador? 

If you are interested in joining the Kineton STEM team contact Chf Tech Chris Mossman Ext. 4143 or 

christopher.mossman592@mod.gov.uk 

The process of becoming a STEM Ambassador is very easy and there is no cost to the individual. We 

work with young people of all ages and can tailor the STEM outreach you are involved in, to your 

own passion.  

Useful Links: 

www.comptonverney.org.uk 

www.thinkforward.org.uk 

www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk 

www.stem.org.uk 

 


